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The Unseelie and Seelie Courts are at War, and the pawn that could topple them both is her, a
fairy godmother.After finding two dead fae on her way back from Farrington, Martha, a lady of
leisure, seeks out the help of witches to aid her. But in the Kingdom, all magic is illegal.Through
a twist of fate, caught in the act, Martha is dragged before the Court to receive punishment for
breaking fae law. But the choice is not one she’d ever imagined: to lose her magic forever or to
become a spy for the Unseelie Court.The court of her beloved Fae King.
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Chapter OneSeelie courtDarraghI was angry with myself, fuming that I couldn't stop thinking
about her. She had been on my mind constantly since that moment when I left her in her room in
the brothel. She betrayed me, used me and pretended that she was in love with me. I blindly
thought that I could trust her. Maybe this could have been prevented but I couldn’t forgive the lies
and manipulation. The tears of anger and embarrassment still burnt my eyes when I thought
about how our relationship had ended.It took me a while to decide what I was going to do about
the Seelie Court. After I left the brothel, I headed straight to another realm, tormented by guilt.
Oran was waiting for me, he had brought me into his arms and patted me on the back a few
times harder than usual. I was glad to see him again.“What are you going to do now my friend?”
he asked when we meet by the Sinful river in the crossroads between the both courts. I never
knew about the existence of this land, but Marianne had come from there. Oran assured me that
it was a safe place to stay until I figured out what to do. No Fae from around here could tell who I
was and I needed some time to come to terms with everything that had gone on in the past."I'm
not sure yet. I know for a fact that Ulrich won’t just give up being the Fae King. Swanton and Zak
will stand by him. For now, I think I will stay hidden and keep observing. The Fae are unhappy,
Ulrich has made many enemies. He has been unjust and indulged himself in his own power,” I
said.I promised myself that I would forget about Martha, even if she had been my world until now.
I took out the amulet from underneath my shirt and squeezed it hard. I was surprised that I had
gotten it back. It was a powerful artefact and the magic that I locked inside was still there. Martha
had the other one that I gifted to her over ten years ago and the third remained lost. Well, that’s
what the legends said.Oran kept staring at me like he was unsure if I was the same Darragh that
he had buried. We have been friends for as long as I could remember, but almost a decade had
passed, a lot of things had changed since then and I was no longer the King. He didn't want to
risk losing me again, I knew that, but I had to start over.I was used to being a human–a recluse
not a Fae. My features had softened and my ears weren’t as pointed as before, but it was the
magic that I had to get used to being around again. Besides, I had to regain the trust of all the



Fae and that wasn’t going to be easy if I wanted to become the King that everyone respected
and loved.“Tell me Darragh, what do you have in mind?” Oran asked.“We will return to the Seelie
Court but I’ll stay hidden, my brothers cannot find out that I’m alive. You told me yourself that the
Fae aren't happy so I will watch how Ulrich handles himself as a leader. Soon enough the
rumours will spread that I’m back and even then, Ulrich will have to see me to be sure. He’ll have
to arrange a meeting," I explained.Oran nodded, he understood that this was a wise plan. I had
to be very careful, but he told me later that he was impressed with my dedication to get the
crown back. Oran was worried too, the atmosphere in the Seelie Court was tense.Sylius was
ready to start a war and I was going to give him one just as soon as I was announced as the King
of Fae.These days it was difficult for me to become the Darragh that everyone remembered
because I was still living with the past. Thoughts about Martha filled my head.Oran had to get
back to the Seelie Court, he worked closely with Ulrich. I told him to give me a week to adjust to
this new me. Oran had warned me that nobody was going to remember me at first, and he was
right. I look a lot like a human, being in prison had changed me. My magic was different, less
transparent, it had adapted to my new surroundings over the years.The Fae were spread around
the whole realm so I became a hunter to get closer to the Fae that both needed and wanted the
change. I pretended to be one of them: the ordinary Fae that had experienced Ulrich’s injustice.
At first, all the Fae were wary of me, but slowly, I began to gain their trust.The energy within me
was strong, a lot of the time my palms blazed with fire. This was something that I was still getting
used to. After I returned to the Seelie Court, I stayed close to the Fae that worked in the forest,
most of them were harvesting rare herbs. They weren’t being paid enough and many had lost
close family members during the war with the trolls. Apparently after my death Ulrich had
promised everyone compensation in the form of magical gold dust. Many Fae within the court
relied on the dust to get food and other supplies. The dust was like gold in human world, both
precious and desirable.Soon enough, I came across one of the females that I had known years
ago, when I was still the King. Dyra lived alone on the edge of the forest and she recognised me
instantly. We had a history and she insisted that I should stay with her. Over the next several
days I revealed my plans to her.She wanted to support me. Dyra, like the others, had had
enough of Ulrich, so my timing seemed perfect.I met Dyra when I was a young and
inexperienced prince, she had never mated with anyone and for a long time we had been
lovers.Days had passed and then late one night, Dyra came to my room. She kissed me and for
a moment I was lost in these familiar sensations. That day I had thought I was ready but then the
images of Martha started flashing in front of my eyes again. I remembered the sweet taste of her
lips and her incredible scent. I pushed Dyra away, it wasn’t her fault but even so, I hated seeing
the disappointment in her eyes. It filled me with even more guilt and resentment.I didn't sleep for
the rest of that night, every time I closed my eyes I saw Martha slipping into my bed. Dyra wasn't
angry, even after I told her about my changeling. She understood that my heart belonged to
someone else.More time passed and slowly, the Fae around me began to recognise me. Some
were still reluctant to believe that I had survived the war, but others were willing to listen. It was in



the Fae’s nature to recognise their true leader.I couldn't promise the Fae that things would
change overnight, but I assured them that my energy was getting stronger each day and I would
work hard to bring the prosperity back and to let them open the portals to other realms too.The
Fae needed to know the truth about their leader (and my brother), so I began travelling around
the realm; telling anyone who was willing to listen what had happened to me during the war.
Many began to understand that they had been misled and that Ulrich had used them, that he
only cared about securing as much as power as he could.Soon enough the word had reached
the Seelie Court. My brothers had found out that I was alive. Ulrich sent his Fae soldiers to find
me in order to put a stop to these unbelievable rumours. I was way ahead of him. Oran had
backed me up and the Fae started to realise that they had been manipulated. I wanted to
sabotage Ulrich’s plans so I needed the support of the Fae. I promised them that they would
never have to face injustice again.Magic was widely available but only to those that had enough
dust to pay for the training. Every Fae born into a certain caste had to have someone that could
teach the children how to handle magic. If there wasn’t an elder within the family, then the Fae
had to pay for one. Most of the time it was parents’ responsibility.Very skilled elders charged a lot
of dust in exchange for their training. In many instances, if the Fae couldn’t afford to pay the
elder, they switched their own children with human children at birth. This is how the changelings
came into being.Soon enough everyone in the Seelie Court heard about my return. The Fae
learnt that their King wasn’t dead. Ulrich would do anything to rule, even if it meant getting rid of
me. Once Oran had told him what he had witnessed during the war, he didn’t wait around. He
took control of the Seelie Court and became the King.Everyone had believed that I was killed
during the battle with the trolls and nobody ever dared to question him. Oran suspected that my
brothers had made some kind of deal with the trolls before the war. They wanted to make sure
that I never returned from that battle.Ulrich had ruled for over ten years, and he was prepared to
fight to stay in power. His soldiers were searching for me. The word had already spread and it
was too late for him to stop me. The Fae were tired of being used.The soldiers started burning
the forest, committing a crime against nature, against their own Fae. Ulrich had lost control and it
seemed that he was close to losing his mind too. It was chaos but my brother wasn’t prepared to
give up. The Seelie Court was slowly descending into darkness, robberies were commonplace
and the whole forest was burning. Ulrich’s soldiers soon started killing those who wouldn’t reveal
my location.I began to realise that this had gone too far, so I reached out to Ulrich, proposing a
meeting. He had no choice but to finally see for himself that I was back from the dead.A month
later, we met by the Sinful river, at the crossroads between the two Courts. Oran asked to be
involved and he played the role of mediator. Ulrich, Swanton and Zak arrived early. We didn't
need any witnesses, so I was glad that they came alone.My brothers knew that they couldn't
control the situation in the realm any longer. The Fae had rebelled against them and against the
whole Court. On top of that, a war with with the Unseelie Court was just about to begin. Things
were not looking good for King Ulrich.My brother had known that our numbers were low, but he
had never recruited any new soldiers. It was a natural occurrence after the war, but the Seelie



Court army hadn’t never fully recovered after the war with the trolls. We lost many great soldiers
that were truly irreplaceable. Ulrich had wasted ten years on matters that weren’t important. My
brothers must have realised that he was an incompetent ruler and that I had to become the King
again in order to fix his past mistakes.“Here you are at last, Darragh. The Fae that has risen from
the dead,” Ulrich said, when he saw me approaching.I had, of course, taken some precautions in
case Ulrich lost his normally short temper. A few of my new supporters were waiting for my
signal on the other side of the forest.“I had to get your attention somehow,” I said, cocking my
head to the side.Ulrich exhaled sharply, then spat on the grass. It was difficult to read his energy.
Swanton and Zak were standing behind, staring at me with mixture of fear and resentment. They
were probably wondering if they were going to be included in my plans after I became the King.I
didn’t blame Ulrich for taking over the control of the Court. He was the next in line to the throne
after my death, but even Oran believed that what happened to me had been arranged prior to
the war.“What exactly do you want Darragh?” Ulrich asked. “You are destroying the Seelie Court,
everything that our father had built.“Maybe, but you would have beheaded me otherwise and
don’t even try to deny it.” I said. He paled, so I knew I was right. I was always right. “I want the
crown back. You have lost control and its time for me fix it. I have to become the legitimate
ruler.”“I could kill you right now” Ulrich spat, taking a step towards me. Zak and Swanton glanced
at him like Ulrich had completely lost his mind.His voice echoed in my head but I knew he wasn’t
going to do that. He needed me to bring the Fae together again.“We both know that no one is
going to die today. I came here to make a deal with you. I will become the legitimate Fae King
again and serve you well. The three of you can stay in the Court. Each one of you will take
soldiers and you will command them. How does that sound?”“You were dead, Darragh. It wasn’t
a rumour. Everyone at that battlefield saw you dying,” Ulrich continued to dig up the past.“Maybe
I did die that day, but that’s not what’s important right now. We must all focus on the future” I
snapped, getting irritated that he was so blinded by his ego that he wasn’t seeing his mistakes.
There was no right or wrong way.I knew that Urlich would kill me once I showed up. He wanted to
protect his position with all cost.The insects were buzzing all around us and for a moment we
could only hear the water from the river. It was an uncomfortable silence because it gave Ulrich
time to reflect on his sins. How ironic that we were standing on the edge of Sinful river.“Ulrich,
he’s right. We cannot destroy the Court. Every Fae in here is going to continue hating us. We
have to allow him to come back and stop the spreading havoc” Swanton said, quite
unexpectedly. It was surprising to hear such wise words from him.Ulrich didn’t look happy at all.
He was chewing his bottom lip, staring at me with daggers in his eyes. It was up to him to make
that first step, to let go of the envy that was slowly destroying him from inside.He took a few
steps towards me and then he reached out to me with his hand. His eyes were filled with magic.

DarraghI was angry with myself, fuming that I couldn't stop thinking about her. She had been on
my mind constantly since that moment when I left her in her room in the brothel. She betrayed
me, used me and pretended that she was in love with me. I blindly thought that I could trust her.



Maybe this could have been prevented but I couldn’t forgive the lies and manipulation. The tears
of anger and embarrassment still burnt my eyes when I thought about how our relationship had
ended.It took me a while to decide what I was going to do about the Seelie Court. After I left the
brothel, I headed straight to another realm, tormented by guilt. Oran was waiting for me, he had
brought me into his arms and patted me on the back a few times harder than usual. I was glad to
see him again.“What are you going to do now my friend?” he asked when we meet by the Sinful
river in the crossroads between the both courts. I never knew about the existence of this land,
but Marianne had come from there. Oran assured me that it was a safe place to stay until I
figured out what to do. No Fae from around here could tell who I was and I needed some time to
come to terms with everything that had gone on in the past."I'm not sure yet. I know for a fact that
Ulrich won’t just give up being the Fae King. Swanton and Zak will stand by him. For now, I think I
will stay hidden and keep observing. The Fae are unhappy, Ulrich has made many enemies. He
has been unjust and indulged himself in his own power,” I said.I promised myself that I would
forget about Martha, even if she had been my world until now. I took out the amulet from
underneath my shirt and squeezed it hard. I was surprised that I had gotten it back. It was a
powerful artefact and the magic that I locked inside was still there. Martha had the other one that
I gifted to her over ten years ago and the third remained lost. Well, that’s what the legends
said.Oran kept staring at me like he was unsure if I was the same Darragh that he had buried.
We have been friends for as long as I could remember, but almost a decade had passed, a lot of
things had changed since then and I was no longer the King. He didn't want to risk losing me
again, I knew that, but I had to start over.I was used to being a human–a recluse not a Fae. My
features had softened and my ears weren’t as pointed as before, but it was the magic that I had
to get used to being around again. Besides, I had to regain the trust of all the Fae and that wasn’t
going to be easy if I wanted to become the King that everyone respected and loved.“Tell me
Darragh, what do you have in mind?” Oran asked.“We will return to the Seelie Court but I’ll stay
hidden, my brothers cannot find out that I’m alive. You told me yourself that the Fae aren't happy
so I will watch how Ulrich handles himself as a leader. Soon enough the rumours will spread that
I’m back and even then, Ulrich will have to see me to be sure. He’ll have to arrange a meeting," I
explained.Oran nodded, he understood that this was a wise plan. I had to be very careful, but he
told me later that he was impressed with my dedication to get the crown back. Oran was worried
too, the atmosphere in the Seelie Court was tense.Sylius was ready to start a war and I was
going to give him one just as soon as I was announced as the King of Fae.These days it was
difficult for me to become the Darragh that everyone remembered because I was still living with
the past. Thoughts about Martha filled my head.Oran had to get back to the Seelie Court, he
worked closely with Ulrich. I told him to give me a week to adjust to this new me. Oran had
warned me that nobody was going to remember me at first, and he was right. I look a lot like a
human, being in prison had changed me. My magic was different, less transparent, it had
adapted to my new surroundings over the years.The Fae were spread around the whole realm
so I became a hunter to get closer to the Fae that both needed and wanted the change. I



pretended to be one of them: the ordinary Fae that had experienced Ulrich’s injustice. At first, all
the Fae were wary of me, but slowly, I began to gain their trust.The energy within me was strong,
a lot of the time my palms blazed with fire. This was something that I was still getting used to.
After I returned to the Seelie Court, I stayed close to the Fae that worked in the forest, most of
them were harvesting rare herbs. They weren’t being paid enough and many had lost close
family members during the war with the trolls. Apparently after my death Ulrich had promised
everyone compensation in the form of magical gold dust. Many Fae within the court relied on the
dust to get food and other supplies. The dust was like gold in human world, both precious and
desirable.Soon enough, I came across one of the females that I had known years ago, when I
was still the King. Dyra lived alone on the edge of the forest and she recognised me instantly. We
had a history and she insisted that I should stay with her. Over the next several days I revealed
my plans to her.She wanted to support me. Dyra, like the others, had had enough of Ulrich, so
my timing seemed perfect.I met Dyra when I was a young and inexperienced prince, she had
never mated with anyone and for a long time we had been lovers.Days had passed and then late
one night, Dyra came to my room. She kissed me and for a moment I was lost in these familiar
sensations. That day I had thought I was ready but then the images of Martha started flashing in
front of my eyes again. I remembered the sweet taste of her lips and her incredible scent. I
pushed Dyra away, it wasn’t her fault but even so, I hated seeing the disappointment in her eyes.
It filled me with even more guilt and resentment.I didn't sleep for the rest of that night, every time
I closed my eyes I saw Martha slipping into my bed. Dyra wasn't angry, even after I told her about
my changeling. She understood that my heart belonged to someone else.More time passed and
slowly, the Fae around me began to recognise me. Some were still reluctant to believe that I had
survived the war, but others were willing to listen. It was in the Fae’s nature to recognise their
true leader.I couldn't promise the Fae that things would change overnight, but I assured them
that my energy was getting stronger each day and I would work hard to bring the prosperity back
and to let them open the portals to other realms too.The Fae needed to know the truth about
their leader (and my brother), so I began travelling around the realm; telling anyone who was
willing to listen what had happened to me during the war. Many began to understand that they
had been misled and that Ulrich had used them, that he only cared about securing as much as
power as he could.Soon enough the word had reached the Seelie Court. My brothers had found
out that I was alive. Ulrich sent his Fae soldiers to find me in order to put a stop to these
unbelievable rumours. I was way ahead of him. Oran had backed me up and the Fae started to
realise that they had been manipulated. I wanted to sabotage Ulrich’s plans so I needed the
support of the Fae. I promised them that they would never have to face injustice again.Magic
was widely available but only to those that had enough dust to pay for the training. Every Fae
born into a certain caste had to have someone that could teach the children how to handle
magic. If there wasn’t an elder within the family, then the Fae had to pay for one. Most of the time
it was parents’ responsibility.Very skilled elders charged a lot of dust in exchange for their
training. In many instances, if the Fae couldn’t afford to pay the elder, they switched their own



children with human children at birth. This is how the changelings came into being.Soon enough
everyone in the Seelie Court heard about my return. The Fae learnt that their King wasn’t dead.
Ulrich would do anything to rule, even if it meant getting rid of me. Once Oran had told him what
he had witnessed during the war, he didn’t wait around. He took control of the Seelie Court and
became the King.Everyone had believed that I was killed during the battle with the trolls and
nobody ever dared to question him. Oran suspected that my brothers had made some kind of
deal with the trolls before the war. They wanted to make sure that I never returned from that
battle.Ulrich had ruled for over ten years, and he was prepared to fight to stay in power. His
soldiers were searching for me. The word had already spread and it was too late for him to stop
me. The Fae were tired of being used.The soldiers started burning the forest, committing a crime
against nature, against their own Fae. Ulrich had lost control and it seemed that he was close to
losing his mind too. It was chaos but my brother wasn’t prepared to give up. The Seelie Court
was slowly descending into darkness, robberies were commonplace and the whole forest was
burning. Ulrich’s soldiers soon started killing those who wouldn’t reveal my location.I began to
realise that this had gone too far, so I reached out to Ulrich, proposing a meeting. He had no
choice but to finally see for himself that I was back from the dead.A month later, we met by the
Sinful river, at the crossroads between the two Courts. Oran asked to be involved and he played
the role of mediator. Ulrich, Swanton and Zak arrived early. We didn't need any witnesses, so I
was glad that they came alone.My brothers knew that they couldn't control the situation in the
realm any longer. The Fae had rebelled against them and against the whole Court. On top of
that, a war with with the Unseelie Court was just about to begin. Things were not looking good
for King Ulrich.My brother had known that our numbers were low, but he had never recruited any
new soldiers. It was a natural occurrence after the war, but the Seelie Court army hadn’t never
fully recovered after the war with the trolls. We lost many great soldiers that were truly
irreplaceable. Ulrich had wasted ten years on matters that weren’t important. My brothers must
have realised that he was an incompetent ruler and that I had to become the King again in order
to fix his past mistakes.“Here you are at last, Darragh. The Fae that has risen from the dead,”
Ulrich said, when he saw me approaching.I had, of course, taken some precautions in case
Ulrich lost his normally short temper. A few of my new supporters were waiting for my signal on
the other side of the forest.“I had to get your attention somehow,” I said, cocking my head to the
side.Ulrich exhaled sharply, then spat on the grass. It was difficult to read his energy. Swanton
and Zak were standing behind, staring at me with mixture of fear and resentment. They were
probably wondering if they were going to be included in my plans after I became the King.I didn’t
blame Ulrich for taking over the control of the Court. He was the next in line to the throne after my
death, but even Oran believed that what happened to me had been arranged prior to the
war.“What exactly do you want Darragh?” Ulrich asked. “You are destroying the Seelie Court,
everything that our father had built.“Maybe, but you would have beheaded me otherwise and
don’t even try to deny it.” I said. He paled, so I knew I was right. I was always right. “I want the
crown back. You have lost control and its time for me fix it. I have to become the legitimate



ruler.”“I could kill you right now” Ulrich spat, taking a step towards me. Zak and Swanton glanced
at him like Ulrich had completely lost his mind.His voice echoed in my head but I knew he wasn’t
going to do that. He needed me to bring the Fae together again.“We both know that no one is
going to die today. I came here to make a deal with you. I will become the legitimate Fae King
again and serve you well. The three of you can stay in the Court. Each one of you will take
soldiers and you will command them. How does that sound?”“You were dead, Darragh. It wasn’t
a rumour. Everyone at that battlefield saw you dying,” Ulrich continued to dig up the past.“Maybe
I did die that day, but that’s not what’s important right now. We must all focus on the future” I
snapped, getting irritated that he was so blinded by his ego that he wasn’t seeing his mistakes.
There was no right or wrong way.I knew that Urlich would kill me once I showed up. He wanted to
protect his position with all cost.The insects were buzzing all around us and for a moment we
could only hear the water from the river. It was an uncomfortable silence because it gave Ulrich
time to reflect on his sins. How ironic that we were standing on the edge of Sinful river.“Ulrich,
he’s right. We cannot destroy the Court. Every Fae in here is going to continue hating us. We
have to allow him to come back and stop the spreading havoc” Swanton said, quite
unexpectedly. It was surprising to hear such wise words from him.Ulrich didn’t look happy at all.
He was chewing his bottom lip, staring at me with daggers in his eyes. It was up to him to make
that first step, to let go of the envy that was slowly destroying him from inside.He took a few
steps towards me and then he reached out to me with his hand. His eyes were filled with
magic.“Fine, be the King and keep your word brother, then the peace between us shall remain,”
he said. I just shook his hand and smiled.Oran smiled too.It was done. The crown was mine, I
could let the Fae know that they could stop fighting. It was time to get back to the Seelie Court
and rule. The changes were coming and I had to brace myself, because this was my land.

Chapter TwoConsequencesDarraghFour months have passed since I regained my position in
the Seelie Court and became Fae King once again. In those four months, I had to learn how to
live without Martha.I was constantly aware that she was just within reach. All I had to do was
cross over to another realm and I could see her again. There was only one solution to all of this, I
had to fall in love with someone else, find myself a Fae that resembled her not only in character
but also in beauty.Deep down I knew it was impossible. There wasn’t anyone else like Martha. I
tried sleeping with other Fae, but every time it ended up in disaster.I sighed loudly, pushing
these tainted thoughts away and stretched my arms. Oran was angry with me; he didn't like the
way I ended things with my changeling. He didn't want to believe that she would have used me
like that.I was just about to get up and head outside when someone entered my chamber. I
recognised him straight away. It was the inquisitor Gwynn from Fae Affairs. I shifted on my chair,
as the unease started growing inside me. I had been waiting for this moment. That Fae wouldn’t
be here if it wasn’t for Martha. I should have known that at some point I would have to deal with
her again. She hasn’t stopped being part of my life yet.“My lord, can I have a word with you?” he
asked and I nodded. He approached me as I tried to compose myself.“What do you need



Gwynn? Is everything all right?” I asked, staring at him. In the past several days I barely
managed to get any sleep. She has been in my head constantly, even potions weren’t helping
but I was still too proud to ask Oran for help.“A few months ago I caught a changeling in the
human world using magic without a permit, she was supposed to stand trial but this never came
about. She found a way to become immune to Fae rules. The judgment has never been imposed
on her,” he explained. I inhaled sharply as heat rushed down to the pit of my stomach.I had been
too busy lately and the matter had slipped my mind. I should have dealt with her as soon as I
became the King again.No one apart from Oran knew that I had been involved with a
changeling. I didn’t care about other Fae opinions but this could damage my reputation. Ulrich
was just waiting for that kind of opportunity.The door opened once again and Oran walked in. I
was ready to curse; he always chose the right moment to interfere in my affairs. I nodded to him,
knowing that this was going to be interesting.He had always been by my side and he had always
supported me but right now he wasn’t going to be a happy Fae. This was where we disagreed.
Marianne had believed in the story about the true love charm, which according to the elders,
was just a legend. Martha had seduced me, made me love her, just so that she wouldn't have to
face the judgment. I couldn’t let Gwynn figure out what happened. I had to resolve it
somehow.“Oran has made me aware of this matter already. Is there anything else that I can do
for you Gwyn?” I asked, wondering what the hell Martha had done now.“Are you speaking about
Martha–the changeling?” Oran asked and Gwyn nodded instantly. He didn’t seem to be too
pleased that Oran was witnessing this conversation.The inquisitor had no idea that I had been
the Fae that had fallen for her and therefore activated the true love charm.“The true love charm is
still protecting her my lord, but she has come forward to apply for a magical permit. I can’t
believe she has the nerve to ask for it now and the law states that she has to stand in front of you
in order to make her case” the inquisitor explained and I felt Oran nudging me with his elbow,
then Gwynn added. “And I came here to ask you to refuse it. I know that only you have this power
my lord.”Oran chuckled and I wanted to punch him, running my hand through my hair. It was just
about time. Martha had finally decided to become a Fae recognised by the Seelie Court. She
must have left the brothel for good.Soon, that amusement was replaced by anger. How dare she
ask for this, considering everything that happened.“I don’t know exactly what you are asking me
Gwynn. Is there a reason why you do not want her to have the permit?” I asked, attempting to
push away the images of her. It’s been four months, she must have moved on.The inquisitors’
eyes were filling with magic. I didn’t want to look at Oran. I already knew what he was
thinking“Yes my lord, she doesn't deserve to have magic she doesn't deserve to be allowed to
use it. If she comes here and she makes her case; just deny it.”The inquisitor was certain that I
would want to embarrass her. Maybe this was somewhere at the back of my mind but I couldn’t
do it just because of what had happened between us.“I’ll see what I can do Gwynn. Let me hear
her case and then I'll make my decision” I told him. He nodded, bowed in front of me and then
left the chamber. I tensed my shoulders, trying not to show my best friend how much this
affected me. Martha had become my weakness.“We both know that she does deserve the



permit,” Oran said as expected.“She stole my amulet, so no Oran, she doesn’t deserve to
represent the Seelie Court with her magic,” I disagreed with him, trying to breath in, whilst I felt
like I couldn’t get any oxygen into my lungs.The thought of losing her forever terrified me.“Don't
be so harsh on her. She's changed and she wants to start a new life. You must give her a
chance” he continued to antagonise me.“You’re wrong. The amulet was in her drawer in her
room. She stole it,” I said and Oran sighed.“Maybe but someone could have just as easily put it
in there to make her look guilty,” he said before adding “You haven’t thought this through, have
you? I know you still love her, so stop denying it. We both know it.”Oran was spot on; I did love
her but I wasn't going to admit to that. That part of my life was over, besides I had other things
that I had to worry about.The war with the Unseelie Court was just about to begin. Sylius had
used his influences to take over some of the other realms. I didn't have time to deal with Martha. I
didn't want to see her but now I had to.“I do not want to talk about this anymore Oran. She's
going to come here and I'm going to refuse her permit and that will be it,” I said and he laughed.
Obviously I wasn’t very convincing.“I don't think this is going to happen Darragh. I have spoken
to her. She has been with the witches and they must have asked her to do this.”Witches– she
should have known better.“Are you disagreeing with the Fae King? You know that you could lose
your head because of that”The silence answered me. Oran knew that I would never hurt him but I
enjoyed winding him up. We weren’t the young Fae any longer. We had responsibilities. Oran
kept saying that he was planning to start a family. That shocked me a little, because I knew that I
would have to mate with someone at some point in the future. This was expected of me. The Fae
aged slower than humans but we weren’t immortal either.I was aware of the fact that I would
grow older at some point.“Do what you want, but please don’t get me involved. I’m done with that
changeling. I have other things on my mind that I have to worry about. Her permit isn’t
important.”He got up from his seat and then gave me a long and intense look. The magic soared
through me. He didn’t need to use it to read what I was thinking.“You have always been
transparent about your feelings and emotions. I know that you still care about her, so please stop
denying it Darragh. Just give her a chance to explain what happened that day. That’s all I’m
asking you.”I didn’t answer him, I looked away instead which was childish. I was too proud to
admit that maybe she was innocent, maybe someone had set her up. Worse still, what if she had
in-fact lied about everything? I couldn’t bear to think of it and that was my main concern.The lies
and the love that I felt for her.MarthaMy feet were aching to hell and I was cursing the fact that I
hadn’t taken the carriage when Lizzie had offered it earlier on. I had been walking for about three
hours without a break. Now, I realised it had been a bad idea.It wasn’t my fault, but I knew that
witches preferred places that weren’t easily accessible to humans. On top of that it was freezing
cold up in the mountains and I felt totally exhausted.Last month I finally told Cynthia to go to hell.
I had quit the brothel for good. I wasn't a prostitute anymore. I wasn’t even the lady of pleasure; I
was just me–Martha.I had to start over again as a non-witch that helped humans with magic.
They had no idea Fae existed and it was best that it stayed that way. The girls from the brothel
couldn’t help me. I needed an endorsement from the royals but I couldn’t ask the King. It didn’t



feel appropriate. I couldn’t count on any Fae anyway even if that was somehow possible.It has
been four months since that's terrible night in the brothel and I have never felt more lonely.
Darragh was gone and most likely he wasn’t coming back. We were done. He had returned to
the Seelie Court to fight for his crown.I have never missed anyone more in my entire life. After so
many years, thinking that I didn’t deserve to be loved, he returned from the dead. I saw him in the
forest in Farrington and for a split second I couldn’t believe that it was really him–the Fae King.I
needed this pain, the dull ache inside my heart to go away, but it never did. Apparently it was
supposed to get easier after a while, but to me every day felt like I was drowning in my own
sorrows again.I finally saved enough money to rent the old dress-maker shop in town. And the
only other witch that lived in Farrington had left, creating an opportunity for me to start my
business. I was supposed to do that a long time ago, but several months prior I was caught using
my magic by a Fae. I didn’t have a magical permit, so he arrested me and I was supposed to
await my judgment. Things had gotten complicated though and now I was facing the possibility
of losing my magic completely. Later, Oran and his new mate Marianne told me about the true
love charm. This changed everything and began the chain of events that had turned my life
upside down. When the love of my life came back from the dead, my new business venture had
to wait.Mr Jones – the owner was kind enough to wait for me. Luckily, no one else wanted to rent
that old shop anyway. After Darragh had accused me of stealing his amulet and left me, I
decided to pursue my original plans. Slowly, I started getting new clients through the door,
mostly humans that needed some kind of help with love amongst other things, but I realised that
it was going to take a while to become fully independent.Around a month after Darragh had
disappeared from my life, I decided to go to see the witches; I didn't trust them but I had no other
choice. They were willing to make a deal with me and I needed all the help that I could get.I
saved one of the witches life one day in the forest when she was attacked by a wolf. She was
inexperienced and she must have gotten lost. I later found out the animal had been sent to kill
her and I had just happened to be in the area–drunk once again.I didn’t really know what I was
doing, but I used my magic to trap the wolf. Afterwards, Lizzie had offered to share her
knowledge with me.There was also the aspect of a permit. I had to apply for it in order to be
officially recognised as a half Fae from the Seelie Court.Lizzie had asked me to spend some
time with the coven up the mountains. It was an intense few weeks filled with training and many
sleepless nights. Thoughts about Darragh slipped in now and again but the witches kept me
busy.I kept on learning new spells and charms, I was even brewing potions. Before my
departure, Darragh had been on my mind constantly, so this little break had definitely helped me.
I remember the day when I went to Cynthia and I told her that I was leaving the brothel for good,
that I was done being her pushover. She could barely look at me. The whole conversation was
very odd, Cynthia had seemed distracted and absent. I had no idea what was wrong with her.I
was surprised when she asked me to stay for a few more days until she could find a
replacement. She was humble, quiet and reserved, definitely not the Cynthia that I knew. She
was also asking me about Aaryn. Cynthia meant to say Darragh, but she had no idea that this



was his real name.The same night after I was caught by the inquisitor without a permit, I saw
Darragh in the forest. For a moment I thought I was truly hallucinating. I was so shocked, thinking
that this was impossible, that he couldn’t be truly alive. Then I helped him when two highwaymen
attacked him. The next morning when I woke up in his cottage, he didn’t recognised me at all. It
was like our last meeting from ten years ago didn’t even happen. He introduced himself as
Aaryn–the recluse.Cynthia kept saying that she missed him. I had to lie to her. It wasn’t easy for
me to talk to her about him, but I revealed that he had left Farrington for good and continued his
journey up north as a recluse. I didn’t stay with her long. Cynthia had never liked me, but that day
she didn’t seem to remember this fact. It seemed like something had happened to her. She kept
asking me to remind her about every little thing, so in the end I was glad to be out of there.The
other girls at the brothel threw me a going away party. I didn’t want any fuss, but I ended up
getting really drunk. Some of the wolf men showed up and I danced with Lucas. I felt safe around
them. Sylius was back in the Unseelie Court and I didn’t believe that he would dare to interfere
with my day again, especially now that Darragh was gone.Lucas had been all over me that night
and I kissed him trying to forget about Darragh. We made out in one of the rooms, the alcohol
was rushing through my veins.I was ready to sleep with him but I was too drunk and too
miserable to go through with it. He knew that something was wrong. Lucas had always been a
gentleman, and even when I called him Darragh he acted like it was no big deal.
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McGuire, Vampire Book 1)



Sarah Schuster, “Loved it. I absolutely loved this book. This book was just as good as the first
one.Remember this book is a retelling of a children's classic fairytale for adults 18+ because of
some language and sexual themes.I need more Darragh and Martha in my life.”

Momof3, “Love fairies read this series!. Quick read that keeps your attention the whole book. It's
like your actually there with the characters.”

Diane Husband, “Fae. King & Queen. Great book, not happy having to wait for the book.
Distraught and Martha are a match made in Heaven but over all the drama.”

Teresa, “The Fae King. Reviewer: Teresa Fallen AngelSummary:The tension between the
Unseelie and Seelie Fae courts is about to explode. Martha’s love for the Fae King is all she has
after The kings amulet was found in her personal items. With no way to prove here innocence,
Martha decided to get help from the witches to make her magic more powerful. Unfortunately,
she needs permission to use magic form the Fae King thus dragging her back to him. Now as
the fight is about to break out, Martha is determined to prove her innocence by going to the
Unseelie court as a spy, but there a secrets form the past that could shock and rock both courts
if they are revealed. Martha’s mysterious past may put her in more danger than she could ever
imagine. Will the Fae King uncover the truth in time to save his love before it is to late?This was a
fascinating story where magic and myth were the stepping stone for the pot line. The Fae Courts
with their vast differences and conflicts drove the story line. The love between the Fae King and
Martha showed again that it wasn’t their differences, but what they had in common that brought
and kept them together.”

J Y., “Couldn't put it down!. Darragh is back in the Seelie Court and ready to take back his role as
king from his brother, Ulrich, but he will need to plan carefully and focus on his goal. War with the
Unseelie Court is on the horizon and he will need to prepare quickly if he resumes his throne.
Unfortunately, he can’t keep his mind off Martha. Even though she betrayed him, he is still in love
with her, and his preoccupation with the changeling he left in Farrington is interfering with the
more important task-at-hand.Martha has left the brothel and is working with the witches to
increase her control over magic. She cannot afford to get caught using magic without a permit
again. She is still facing prison or the loss of her magic forever from the last time and will have to
appear in front of the Fae King to argue her case.This book continues with the story of Darragh
and Martha from the first book in the series. The characters, along with plenty of intrigue and
action, made it impossible to put the book down. My only complaint is that it ends with a giant
cliffhanger so I will just have to read the next book!”

Lolah, “A good story that leaves you wanting more. This is the second book in the series, and



follows straight on from the first. It's a good read but gets a little confusing at times with the
jumping between characters' viewpoints. And the cliffhanger? Definitely leaves you wanting
book 3!”

Shannon, “Loved this book. I loved this book and can't wait for the next one to come out. I need
to find out what happens.”

The book by Joanna Mazurkiewicz has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 23 people have provided
feedback.
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